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http://spaceref.com/moon/twin-rovers-could-lead-the-search-for-life-supporting-elements-on-the-moon.html

https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Space_Science/SMART-1/New_lunar_south_polar_maps_from_nobr_SMART-1_nobr

See:

http://spaceref.com/moon/twin-rovers-could-lead-the-search-for-life-supporting-elements-on-the-moon.html
https://www.esa.int/Science_Exploration/Space_Science/SMART-1/New_lunar_south_polar_maps_from_nobr_SMART-1_nobr


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5WhgJl7Llpk

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5WhgJl7Llpk


Problems we will address today:

1. Getting to the Moon

2. Hazards to overcome in order to survive on the Moon

3. Likely places to develop a human colony on the Moon

Earth Rise: An artist’s rendering shows 
Skidmore, Owings & Merrill’s vision for an 
expanding lunar colony.



“NASA’s backbone for deep space exploration 

is the biggest rocket ever built, the Space 

Launch System (SLS), the Orion spacecraft and 

the Gateway lunar command module. “

https://www.nasa.gov/specials/apollo50th/back.html

NASA’s website detailing progress on the SLS:
https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/s
ls/factsheets.html

1. Getting to the Moon

https://www.nasa.gov/specials/apollo50th/back.html
https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/sls/factsheets.html


3 components in the NASA lunar launch scenario:

1. Space Launch System (SLS)

2. Orion Spacecraft

3. Gateway Lunar Orbiter

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vl6jn-DdafM

See an overview of the program:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vl6jn-DdafM






Test mission without people. See https://www.nasa.gov/experience-artemis-1

https://www.nasa.gov/experience-artemis-1




The SLS core stage, the largest rocket stage 
ever built by NASA, 212 feet tall, 27.6 feet in 
diameter. Propellant tanks hold a total of 
733,000 gallons of liquid oxygen and liquid 
hydrogen to fuel the four RS-25 engines during 
launch. 

The core stage was designed by NASA and 
Boeing in Huntsville, Alabama, then 
manufactured at NASA’s Michoud Assembly 
Facility in New Orleans by lead contractor 
Boeing, with input and contributions from 
more than 1,100 large and small businesses in 
44 states.



Space Launch System Liquid Hydrogen Tank Test
https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/sls/index.html
See video #3

SLS core stage is currently (end of January, 2020) undergoing 

tests at Stennis Space Center in St. Louis, Mississippi. From there 

it will go to KSC in Florida.

Launch of Artemis 1 planned

for end of 2020 or mid 2021.

https://www.nasa.gov/exploration/systems/sls/index.html


Frist crewed mission with SLS and Orion, scheduled

to launch and fly by the Moon in 2023.



Launch
Get to Earth parking orbit
Perform Trans Lunar Injection to 
transfer orbit
Catch up with Moon, and transfer to a 
lunar orbit https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trans-lunar_injection

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trans-lunar_injection


Lunar transfer, perspective view. TLI occurs at the red dot near Earth.

Earth parking orbit ~ 7.8 km/s

rotational velocity at Cape Canaveral launch site ~ 3.5 km/sec

Translunar orbit: spacecraft must get to ~ 10.4 km/sec



https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trans-lunar_injection

Examples of launching from Earth to LEO, performing Trans Lunar Injection

to Keplerian orbit with the Earth and Moon at the two foci.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trans-lunar_injection




https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_T8cn2J13-4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_T8cn2J13-4






2. Hazards to overcome in order to survive

Space radiation
Lunar regolith
Low gravity
Micrometeorites



NASA’s Twin Study: Twin astronauts Mark and
Scott Kelly. Scott spent one year on the ISS. No
changes in his DNA were found, but there were
changes in his gene expression.

No long lasting effects on Scott,
the twin who spent a year on the
ISS.

BUT – he was in LEO (Low Earth

Orbit), still protected from space

radiation by the Earth’s magnetic

field. 

For astronauts going into

deep space, they are subject

to dangerous radiation.





https://www.nasa.gov/feature/positive-negative-or-neutral-it-all-matters-nasa-explains-space-
radiation

Galactic cosmic rays (GCRs) are of most concern to NASA. It is challenging 
to shield against GCRs. They come from exploding stars called 
supernovae.

Ionized particles from the Sun

https://www.nasa.gov/feature/positive-negative-or-neutral-it-all-matters-nasa-explains-space-radiation


Lunar surface blasted by radiation from the Sun. Credit: Jasper Halekas and Greg Delory 
of U.C. Berkeley, and Bill Farrell and Tim Stubbs of the Goddard Space Flight Center



Predicted solar cycle between 2020 and 2024 – solar activity will be 
increasing, hence more solar wind particles and increased potential 
for CMEs and solar flare events between 2023 and 2026.
https://www.swpc.noaa.gov/news/solar-cycle-25-preliminary-forecast

https://www.swpc.noaa.gov/news/solar-cycle-25-preliminary-forecast


Toxicity of lunar regolith:

* Eye damage

* Lung damage

* Skin damage

In low g regolith particles are

carried more easily by blood

stream. 

Sharp particles are abrasive

to skin, lungs, eyes, and clothing.



Micrometeorite damage to a surface in LEO. Similar damage
can occur on the Moon where micrometeorites land at 
upwards of 10 km/second.



“Moon Village” Habitat Concept with Inflatable Structure and Shield Protecting 
Astronauts and Equipment
The shield can be built with a 3D printer and lunar regolith and can incorporate water 
ice available in polar soils. This material can provide stopping power against solar 
particle events, galactic cosmic rays, and meteoritic impacts. 
Image credit: ESA, Foster + Partners, and B.H.F



1.5 metric ton block at ESTEC in Noordwyk was 3D printed from 

lunar regolith simulant.



3. Likely places to develop a human colony on the Moon









South Pole – Aitken Basin structure

6,000 – 15,000 km2 in south 

pole craters are in 

permanent shadow.

Aitken Basin is a giant 

impact crater, ~2500 km 

across and 12 km deep at 

its lowest point.

Likely contains numerous 

PSRs with water and other 

volatiles, and possibly 

mantle materials churned 

up by the impact.



Shakelton Crater at the Lunar South Pole – interior is completely
in shadow.  This crater has been named as a potential site for 
NASA’s lunar outpost.



https://www.nasa.gov/feature/trans-
formers-for-lunar-extreme-environments-
ensuring-long-term-operations-in-regions-of/

Illuminating Shakleton Crater

https://www.nasa.gov/feature/trans-formers-for-lunar-extreme-environments-ensuring-long-term-operations-in-regions-of/




Make solar panels out of very thin 
PV material which can be folded for
transport. 



https://www.esa.int/ESA_Multimedia/Videos/2016/02/ESA_Euronews_Moon_Village

ESA: Building a Moon Base

https://www.esa.int/ESA_Multimedia/Videos/2016/02/ESA_Euronews_Moon_Village

